"Shuffleboard Is Not A Matter Of Life And Death; It’s More Important Than That!"

Charlie Griffin.

The pages to follow are designed to:

- assist Shufflers to achieve increased enjoyment as they play the Game of Shuffleboard. (We are not endeavouring to develop Pros or Experts.)
- We hope to reduce any frustrations you may experience by:
  - giving you suggestions to reduce such frustrations;
  - making you aware of fundamentals intended to enhance your enjoyment!!!
- You just may find that as your enjoyment is enhanced, your game will keep step!!

In order to ensure that each person with a computer receives the material, approximately 16 articles, I would like you to click here: [http://theshufflersnews.wordpress.com/teaching/](http://theshufflersnews.wordpress.com/teaching/) , and when the window opens, look in the lower right hand corner, click on the word FOLLOW, and sign up!! You will be advised by E-mail each time a new article is posted. If you experience difficulty in signing up, please E-mail me.
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